Contact Paper Counter Top Poem

Frame or simply place on your mirror.

5x7

We just redid our counter top,
though not the normal flavor.
It’s contact paper that you see.
So we ask this one favor:
Please try to keep it water free,
and treat it with good care.
Place nothing harsh upon it
so that it won’t stain or tear.
For though it’s very sensitive,
unlike the normal kind,
You must admit, for twenty bucks,
it does look quite refined.
Contact Paper Counter Top Poem

Frame or simply place on your mirror.

4x6

WE JUST REDID OUR COUNTER TOP,
THOUGH NOT THE NORMAL FLAVOR.
IT’S CONTACT PAPER THAT YOU SEE.
SO WE ASK THIS ONE FAVOR:
PLEASE TRY TO KEEP IT WATER FREE,
AND TREAT IT WITH GOOD CARE.
PLACE NOTHING HARSH UPON IT
SO THAT IT WON’T STAIN OR TEAR.
FOR THOUGH IT’S VERY SENSITIVE,
UNLIKE THE NORMAL KIND,
YOU MUST ADMIT, FOR TWENTY BUCKS,
IT DOES LOOK QUITE REFINED.
Contact Paper Counter Top Poem

Frame or simply place on your mirror.

5x7

We just redid our counter top, though not the normal flavor.
   It’s contact paper that you see. So we ask this one favor:
   Please try to keep it water free, and treat it with good care.
   Place nothing harsh upon it so that it won’t stain or tear.
   For though it’s very sensitive, unlike the normal kind,
   You must admit, for twenty bucks, it does look quite refined.
Contact Paper Counter Top Poem

Frame or simply place on your mirror. You can also cut and FOLD as a stand up card.

We just redid our counter top, though not the normal flavor.
It’s contact paper that you see. So we ask this one favor:
Please try to keep it water free, and treat it with good care.
Place nothing harsh upon it so that it won’t stain or tear.
For though it’s very sensitive, unlike the normal kind,
You must admit, for twenty bucks, it does look quite refined.
Contact Paper Counter Top Poem

Please

BE CAREFUL OF THE COUNTER TOP.

IT LOOKS BEAUTIFUL BUT IS DELICATE.

5x7
Contact Paper Counter Top Poem

Frame or simply place on your mirror. You can also cut and FOLD as a stand up card.

Or cut and fold here

Please

BE CAREFUL OF THE COUNTER TOP.
IT LOOKS BEAUTIFUL BUT IS DELICATE.
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